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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to deepen our understanding on some of the password cracking 
tools, so that security professionals can exhibit a reasonable degree of confidence using 
the tool used for assessment. Another aim for this research is to see how to tell that a 
windows-based computer has been compromised in a way that all of its user passwords 
have been dumped.  
The experiments will be conducted within a VMware workstation. An attempt to take 
over a target's desktop will be conducted and steal the password of the registered users 
from the target's system.  
The result of this thesis is compared by analyzing which password can be cracked and 
how long they take to be cracked for a variety type of password. It also shows how long 
it takes to crack the password with different password length. It also demonstrates how 
to gain access remotely and steal password from the system. Ophcrack and Cain are used 
to crack the password. It shows that the time taken to crack a password 
successfully/unsuccessfully depends on the performance of the computer. 
The thesis concludes that it is possible to trace that a password list has been dumped 
from a windows computer, and to tell either Cain or Ophcrack was used as a tool. 
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